
We are pleased to invite you to our 'Business Opportunities' workshop as 

part of a new program to develop smarter ways of bringing resource 

management solutions and bottom line benefits to companies based in 

the region. The National Industrial Symbiosis Program (NISP) pilot offers 

a free support to businesses to find Industrial Symbiosis (IS) approaches 

to enhance business profitability and sustainability.  



Have you heard about NISP, short for

‘National Industrial Symbiosis Program’?  

The NISP model has been proven

worldwide to create the most regional

industrial symbiosis in the shortest time!

The model creates a business-to-

business network that identifies

opportunities for resource collaboration,

thereby creating economic,

environmental and social benefits to

businesses and surrounding

communities.  

What is NISP

Industrial
Symbiosis 
Industrial Symbiosis connects industries

and creates opportunity for business.  

The principle behind industrial symbiosis

is quite simple: instead of being thrown

away or destroyed, surplus resources

generated by an industrial process are

captured then redirected for use as a

‘new’ input into another process by one

or more other companies, providing a

mutual benefit or symbiosis. These

mutually profitable links are not

restricted to materials, they include

resources such as; energy, wastewater,

transportation, asset utilisation and even

expertise. 



WWW .NISPCANADA .CA

NISP is a free facilitation service which

use an Industrial Symbiosis approach to

enhance business sustainability and

profitability. 

Industrial symbiosis business

opportunities include business-to-

business partnerships to transform

wastes or by-products from one business

into higher value inputs for other

businesses, as well as business-to-

business collaboration to maximize

efficient use of logistics, space, or even

R&D resources. 

How it works

Benefits

Contact us
Light House Sustainable Building Centre 

604-677-3126 | info@nispcanada.ca 

90-425 Carrall St. Vancouver, BC 

Turn your waste into a resource  

Save money on your waste costs

Generate new business opportunities

Network with other local businesses 

Improve your performance  

Be part of the circular economy   


